ABSTRACT I study a model of a compactified Kaluza-Klein theory as an SU(2) gauge theory on a flat two dimensional Minkowski space M2 direct producted with a two sphere S2. The perturbation theory on M2 is developed. In particular, induced tree level fermion-gauge field and one loop fermion-higgs Yukawa couplings are computed. The latter calculation generates a mass heirarchy for the massless fermions on M2.
Introduction
In recent years, Kaluza-Klein unification schemes have resurged. In a simple scenario, a higher dimensional space is compactified to the direct product of flat four dimensional Minkowski space with a two sphere. If the four dimensional metric contains the gauge fields, there is an SO(3) gauge theory on the product space at low energies. PI As a model of this low energy theory, I consider an SU(2) gauge theory on the direct product of a flat two dimensional Minkowski space M2 with a two sphere S2 and neglect gravitational effects. In this theory, a background vector potential preserving two dimensional Lorentz invariance is allowed. I choose an 't Hooft-Polyakov monopole on S 2 WI where r and 2, are the radius of is the outward normal to the sphere. This background gauge field, or any topologically non-trivial one in any compactification scheme, will induce a multiplet of massless chiral fermions and massive gauge bosons and fermions on the uncompactified space. If the compactification scale is very large compared with the weak scale, only the massless fermions can become the observed quarks and leptons. No one has examined in detail how they might obtain the correct masses. This paper develops the perturbative analysis of this problem on M2 x S2.
It is shown that chiral symmetry preservation on the total space implies chiral symmetry preservation in the uncompactified space. However, on M2 the ground state monopole vector potential couples to fermions as a pseudoscalar boson and can act as a Higgs field. Only the massless fermions in the field of the lowest charged (z = 1) SU(2) doublet monopole receive tree level Higgs mass insertions.
For higher charged (z 2 2) doublet backgrounds, the massless fermions obtain masses from one loop fermion-Higgs Yukawa couplings. All these techniques can be easily generalized to arbitrary Mn. But then one must confront the usual problems of perturbative non-renormalizability in higher dimensions which I will not address.
In the next chapter, I find the vector potential and fermion eigenmodes in the field of a monopole. In chapter three, I find the induced fermion-vector and fermion-pseudo-scalar couplings on M2 by integrating out the S2 dependence of the fermion-gauge field coupling on the total space. I verify that chiral symmetry is preserved on M2 in chapter four and calculate the one loop fermion-Higgs couplings to obtain a mass heirarchy in chapter five. (1 -@] are zero in the one loop diagrams of chapters four and five by Ward identities.
Quantum Fluctuations
Therefore, I only need to find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the variation operator in the background field gauge (2.2) and assume that the boson propagators are proportional to g,, to obtain gauge invariant results. The relevant Ward identities will be proved in chapters four and five.
Vectors Polarized in M2
The variation operator for vectors polarized in M2 is" tfl A discussion of collective angular momenta and monopoles has been given by D. Olive. 
F ERMIONS
The gamma matrices on M2 x S2 may be written as16] [161 
It will be convenient to rewrite this operator such that the rotational symmetry is obscured. Let's rotate to spin abelian gauge again by taking e^, to 0. The Dirac The eei2q4 coming from switching hemispheres will not matter. The minus one factor for us will always be (-1) J1+Jz+'. It will henceforth be implicitly assumed in all our coupling constants and will eventually cancel out of the one loop calculations below. The U(1) (massless) gauge boson does indeed couple to the light (massless)
fermions. This light boson is the zero mode polarized in M2 with Cr . T = 0.
EFFECTIVE PSEUDO SCALAR COUPLING CONSTANTS
By the Ward identity, I do not need to find the explicit solutions to the back- In these theories, it should be possible to calculate the mass splitting between families. For example, with a fermion monopole background of charge 4, one should find four pairs of particles with four distinct masses, corresponding to mE = f7/2, f5/2, f3/2, &l/2 w h en coupled to a pseudoscalar Higgs. 
